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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will be speaking about the Educational Opportunity Tax CreditI have a fair amount of content to cover today which will include:What it is, Qualifications, Calculations, and common errors that result in adjustment.What is the Educational Opportunty Tax Credit or “EOTC”. 
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Educational Opportunity Tax Credit (EOTC)

What is the EOTC?

A tax credit for both qualified individuals and employers for 
payments made directly to a lender on student loans.

The credit is refundable for all associate degrees or for a 
bachelor’s degree classified as a science, technology, 
engineering, or mathematics (STEM) degree.

For all other qualifying degrees the credit is non-refundable with 
a 10-year carryforward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AFTER COMPLETE:  Let’s talk about the qualifications. 
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Qualifying Individuals

To qualify for the EOTC an individual must:

Have worked at 
least part-time in 
Maine

Have obtained a 
qualifying 
degree

Be a Maine 
resident during 
the tax year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember:  All 3 of these qualifications must be met for each month that payments are claimed for the EOTC.��Lived in Maine, worked in Maine, or obtained a qualifying degree.��What does working in Maine include?
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Worked in Maine

Working in Maine includes:

Part-time employment (16 – 32 hours/week) in Maine.
Deployment by the U.S Armed forces outside Maine.
Self-employment in Maine.
Periods when an individual is on leave or vacation.
Seasonal employment in Maine.
At least part-time employment on a vessel at sea.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End with:So, lived in Maine, worked in Maine, and now let’s talk about qualifying degrees. 
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Qualifying Degrees

Associate and Bachelor’s Degrees:
• Must be obtained after December 31, 2007.
• Degrees conferred prior to 2016 must have been awarded by 

an accredited Maine educational institution.
• Degrees conferred after December 31, 2015 can be conferred 

by an accredited Maine or non-Maine educational institution.
Graduate Degrees:
• Must be obtained after December 31, 2015.
• Must have been conferred by an accredited Maine college or 

university.
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Online Degree Programs

A graduate degree earned through online 
coursework qualifies if the degree was 
obtained from an accredited college or 
university with a physical brick-and-mortar 
presence in the State of Maine.  This also 
applies to associate and bachelor’s degrees 
awarded prior to 2016.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a question as to whether a school qualifies as a Maine school, remember that it must have physical presence. OPEN UP THE EOTC WORKSHEET-Let’s take a moment to look at the worksheet.  
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Supporting Documentation

In the first-year filing for the EOTC, the taxpayer 
must provide:
• A complete copy of the college transcript.
• Proof of the educational loans and disbursement dates.
• Proof of educational loan payments made directly to the 

lender by the taxpayer.
In subsequent years, Maine Revenue Services may request 
additional supporting documentation.
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Terminology

Benchmark:  The upper cap on the credit.  The benchmark 
amount is determined based on the year of graduation and is 
included in the worksheet instructions.

Amount due:  The amount required to be paid to the lender 
on qualifying educational loans.

Amount paid:  Total amount actually paid directly to the 
lender by the taxpayer.
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Payment Schedule 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each qualifying month….We have simplified this a bit for tax year 2020.  Instead of finding the least of columns A, B, and C for each month.   (move slide)�
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Calculating the Credit for Individuals

The eligible payments are determined by the least of 
the following:

• Total benchmark loan payment amounts

• Total amount due on eligible educational loans

• Total amount paid on eligible educational loans

***This is a simplification for tax year 2020***

Individual Worksheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
….So how does that look in practice. 
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Payment Schedule 2020 (DRAFT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OPEN EOTC WORKSHEETFollow through to Line 1 and down.That is a high level run through of the individual EOTC credit worksheet.   Now I’d like to take a moment to mention the EOTC for Employers.
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EOTC for Employers

Who is eligible for the employer credit?
• Employers that make student loan payments on behalf 

of qualified employees.
Employer must:
• Have a qualified employee (same qualifications for the individual 

credit).
• Make qualifying student loan payments directly to the lender.
• File for the credit using the Employer EOTC worksheet.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Directly) – This means that the employer can not reimburse or compensate their employee for student loan payments and still qualify for the credit.  The payments must be made from the employer directly to the lender. Note that for 2020, the employer must complete a combined employer/employee worksheet which will need to be signed by both the employer and employee. What are the benefits of the employer credit?  (MOVE SLIDE)
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EOTC for Employers

The employer receives a tax credit for the entire amount of 
the eligible student loan payments, limited by only the 
amount due.

The employee may be eligible for an income modification 
subtraction if the employer includes the loan payments as 
wages in Box 1 of Form W2.

Can be used as a recruitment and retention tool.



Common Reasons
for Adjustment
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Using the Incorrect Benchmark Amount
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Calculating Proration Factors Incorrectly

Loans disbursed prior to and after January 1, 2008.

Consolidated and refinanced loans.

Bachelor’s and graduate degrees earned simultaneously.
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Loans Disbursed Prior to and After 01/01/08

Calculate the proration factor.

Credit Hours Earned After 2007 (Worksheet Line 2)
Total Credit Hours Earned (Worksheet Line 3)

= Proration Factor (Worksheet Line 4)

Multiply the total eligible loan payments (Worksheet Line 1)
by the proration factor (Worksheet Line 4)

TIP:  If all payments are to loans disbursed after 2007, proration is not required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at that on the worksheet. 
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Consolidated and Refinanced Loans

A single payment for multiple student loans is not consolidation. 

Consolidated Loans
• Two or more federal educational loans combined into a single federal 

loan, generally resulting in a new weighted average interest rate.

Refinanced Loans
• Private lender pays off student loans resulting in a new interest rate.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I want to explain what is NOT considered consolidation.  Often you’ll see account statements from lenders that have multiple loans on a single account (usually for each semester).  A single payment to the lender satisfies all of these loans.  This is not consolidation.  Another important point is that in order for refinanced loans to qualify, they can only be refinanced with other educational loans.  Otherwise, the refinanced loan will not be considered qualifying for EOTC purposes. 
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Consolidated and Refinanced Loans

Calculate the proration factor using the loan 
balances at the time of consolidation.

Total value of educational loans obtained to earn degree
Total consolidated loan amount

= Proration Factor

Multiply the total amount due and total amount paid 
by the proration factor. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to use a consolidation proration factor when qualifying loans are consolidated or refinanced with non-qualifying loans.  For example, loans for a degree other than the degree being claimed for the credit.  OPEN EOTC WORKSHEET
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Degrees Awarded Simultaneously

Under an accelerated degree program, a taxpayer may 
earn both a bachelor’s and a graduate degree 
simultaneously.

A proration factor is necessary to allocate loans to each 
degree earned.
• Use to disallow loans related to a graduate degree earned 

prior to 2016.
• Use to identify separate loan amounts for the bachelor’s 

and the graduate degree EOTC.
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Degrees Awarded Simultaneously

Cost of courses taken to earn bachelor’s degree
Total cost of the bachelor’s and graduate degrees

= Bachelor’s degree proration factor

• The proration is usually 80% for the bachelor’s degree and 20% 
for the graduate degree.

• Multiply the proration factor by the total amount due and total 
amount paid.
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Multiple Degrees

Is there a special calculation necessary if a taxpayer 
separately earns multiple qualifying degrees?

NO
Calculate the EOTC for each degree making sure to only include loan 
payments applicable to the credit being claimed for the degree.

*If consolidated, remember to use the consolidation proration factor.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If consolidated remember to use the consolidated proration factor.
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Multiple Degrees

Example:

The loans disbursed for the 1st degree cannot be used to calculate the EOTC 
for the 2nd degree. Loans disbursed to earn the 60 additional credit hours 
can only be used to calculate the EOTC for the 2nd degree.

2ND DEGREE
60 Transferred Credit Hrs
60 Additional Credit Hrs

= 120 Credit Hours

1ST DEGREE

= 120 Credit Hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a taxpayer earns two bachelor’s degrees at separate times, they may transfer credit hours from the 1st degree to the second.  There may be loans associated with the 120 credit hours for the 1st degree, and there may be loans associated with the 60 additional credit hours for the second degree.  The 60 transfer credits are already covered in the first degree. 
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Who is Making the Payments?

Taxpayers cannot claim loan payments made by another 
person, even if the taxpayer compensates that person for 
making the payments.  

The taxpayer may only claim payments they made directly to 
the relevant lender for an eligible educational loan they 
obtained.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another common error is someone other than the taxpayer making the payments.  When I say “they obtained”, I mean that the loan must be in the taxpayer’s name.  Parent Plus loans do not qualify for the purposes of EOTC.  
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Refundable Degrees

EOTC claimed for an associate degree is always refundable.

EOTC claimed for a graduate degree is never refundable.

EOTC claimed for a STEM degree is refundable.
• Denial of refundability is not a denial of the credit.

It’s all about the timing!
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STEM Determination

Determine the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) code for 
the qualifying degree and school.

• Use the “CIP Wizard” tool on the National Center for Educational 
Statistics (NCES).

If the CIP code is listed on the U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security, 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement STEM-designated Degree 
Program List (ICE List), the degree is classified as STEM.

Updates to Rule 812.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A tax alert will be issued for the proposed amended Rule 812, and again once finalized.  
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Contact Information

MRS Web site:  www.maine.gov/revenue

• Electronic services: Electronic return and payment options
• Summary of tax law changes
• Frequently asked questions
• Register to receive Maine Tax Alert free by e-mail

EOTC Telephone Assistance:

• 207-626-8475 and option 2
• Mon – Fri, current phone hours 9:00 am – 12:00 pm

Email: income.tax@maine.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anytime you have questions about EOTC, you can call 207-626-8475 and choose option 2 for the EOTC line.  If you prefer to email, send you question to income.tax@maine.gov.  

https://www.maine.gov/revenue
mailto:Withholding.tax@maine.gov
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Thank you.

Cover background image by Lee Nachtigal / CC BY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I sincerely appreciate your time this afternoon.  Again, if you have any questions please reach out.  ��Thank you!

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lxn271/277869765/in/photolist-qya12-H3vfga-BaHLx1-mTkPY4-8Hrqg5-2d6EdFu-AnBr2m-6QWj8S-6QWiU9-5GNbBU-ws3T5z-BkE9qj-bAzRQj-21LCWtb-6QSfrH-5UjH7u-4UKfGB-p1YCSw-6QSEvx-6QSFJV-8waACn-6QSFZX-6QWKtC-WyjexV-6QSEGT-6QWJb7-bR1g1Z-6QWKpC-6QSEmX-NRiU7-rcmjHn-2pMK5-91XQh-EjAsV-eL9uF6-8zHNZp-picoSM-LG14vb-8hPctL-aA44QU-Kqi29f-HHKwCU-tWMKT-5kJ4n8-eL9u4F-9tGKT1-8aEB1K-po2AnK-6QSfdz-b6TA7
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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